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At Gotham Audio,
we have
a lot to talk about.
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You're looking at only a few of our conversation pieces.
Altogether, we have about 300 different kinds of professional sound products. Ranging from microphones to
tape timers. Reverberation units to tape recorders. Loudspeakers to flutter meters. And even $70,000 studio
consoles.
The names on all this equipment? They're worth shouting about. Becompanies that
cause, they're without question the top manufacturers in their fields
have consistently led the advancement of the state of the art.
with pride of such companies as Beyer. EMT. Studer. And, of course,
We speak
Neumann. (Gotham has been the sole U.S. distributor of Neumann microphones for more
than a decade.)
If it's delivery and service you want to talk about,
AUDIO CORPORATION
we have happy words for you there, too. Words like 2 West 46th Street, New York, NY 10036 (212) CO 5.4111
1710 N. LaBree Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90046 (213) 9744444
quick. When promised. And on time.
Try us. You'll see. We're not talking through our hat.
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George Alexandrovich

THE AUDIO ENGINEER'S
HANDBOOK
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SALES OFFICES
We, in the professional audio field,
hear about level or gain control almost every day; be it compression,
limiting, combining several audio
channels or controlling the balance of
four quadraphonic channels, or a miriad of other similar cases.

However, the most obvious immediate problems escape our attention. For
instance, a few weeks ago I happened
to travel on the Long Island Railroad
in the brand new electric car that was
only a few months old. As the train
was approaching the station, the conductor made an announcement over
the p.a. system. I couldn't hear the
words or understand what he said
because the sound coming from the
speakers was more like a shotgun
blast creating pain in my ears. It was
obvious that the p.a. system was designed without any compromise in the
amount of power it could deliver, or
amount of amplification it could produce. The most important thing was
missing -the automatic gain control
to control the amplification and output level of the system. During the
pauses, one could hear with great clarity the background noises, such as the
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compressor pump, or conversations of
people who were standing nearby. After I disembarked that train, I had to
take the subway. Almost the identical
thing happened there, except that at
the station, while the train was standing still and noise was comparatively
low, announcements were clear and
loud. As soon as the train would start
moving and another announcement
was made, it was almost impossible
to understand what it was all about,
not only because words were masked
by the train noises picked up by the
microphone, but also ambient noise in
the subway car was so high that the
level at which announcement was
made was insufficient to be heard.
As we strive to perfect the ways of
sound reproduction in the world's
most sophisticated systems, it seems
only natural that we should be solving such comparatively simple problems as designing sound systems for
trains, subways, airports, theaters,
churches and schools, etc. and contribute to solving the problem of noise
pollution.
I mentioned the words ambient
noise. Actually it is the key to the
problem. Announcements in trains, in
airports, in airplanes should be made
at levels automatically controlled according to the ambient noise. As the
surrounding noise level increases (such
as at the airports when jets taxi in or
out), the level of the p.a. system
should increase accordingly. The same
waiting area may be very quiet in the
late hours when no planes are departing or arriving, and the announcements can be made at soft and pleasant levels that do not raise ones blood
pressure.
Actually there are at least two systems now being manufactured that do
this. But the application of the idea
seems to be moving at a snail's pace.
Partially this may be because only
very experienced sound contractors
are willing to tackle the solution of
the problem, and partially that the
equipment to do the job is too costly.
But I am sure that if we put our
minds to it, every p.a. system (sound
reinforcement system?) could be supplied with the circuit which would
control gain according to the ambient

New York

980 Old Country
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Plainview, N.Y. 11803
516 -433 -6530
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The two systems mentioned above
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McDonald Associates, Inc.
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McDonald Associates, Inc.
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Seatrain session :
Marblehead, Mass. August 1971

Producer George Martin: Engineer Bill Price
A 16 -track Dolby recording

I 1 Dolby Laboratories
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Americas
New York NY10014
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London SW9

Inc.
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are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Inc.
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Figure 1. A noise
sensing circuit.

An infinite

choke

of speeds.
The variable control Lenco manual
turntables offer an infinite selection of
speed -a continuous sweep from 30
to 86 rpm. At the standard 16 -2/3,
33 -1/3, 45 or 78.26 rpm, there are
click stops that can be precisely set
or adjusted at any time.
With this, you can slow down a
complex rush of notes, the better to
appreciate the inner voices when you
listen next at normal speeds. You can
tune a recorded orchestra to match the
instrument you play, and join in. Your
tuning is not restricted to a paltry
fraction of a note, either. You can
exercise your urge to conduct, choosing
whatever tempo suits you. And you can
use it to extend your knowledge of the
dance or language, or to accompany
your slide or movie shows.
And at every one of these speeds,
Swiss precision takes over. For
example, the Lenco L -75's sleekly
polished transcription tonearm shares
many design concepts (such as gravitycontrolled anti -skating, hydraulic
cueing, and precision, knife -edge
bearings) with arms costing more alone
than the entire L -75 arm and turntable
unit. And the dynamically balanced
8.8 lb. turntable reduces rumble, wow
and flutter to inaudibility.

ñ
rn

The L -75 complete with handsome
walnut base at $99.50 offers professional quality and versatility but at
far less than studio-equipment prices.
The B55 (lighter platter and an arm of
almost equal specification) is only
$85.00 with base. Both are available
now at your Benjamin/Lenco dealer.
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corporation,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735, a division
of Instrument Systems Corporation.

Lenco turntables
from Benjamin

operate on the following principles:
one system uses step switching of lev-

with holding circuits functioning
indefinitely as long as announcement
is being made. The other unit works
with I.d.r.'s using solid -state control of
a light shining on the cell. Cell resistance changes, affecting loss of a pad,
thereby changing gain. A capacitor in
the base of the driver transistor for
the light source provides slow rate of
change of bias, thereby producing slow
changes in resistance of the I.d.r. cell.
When the bleeder resistor is disconnected from the capacitor, a charge
developed on the electrolytic keeps
the bias almost unchanged for a few
minutes, allowing ample time for announcement. The sensing circuit is disels,

connected at that time also.
I had the opportunity to work on
such a unit, and criteria which had to
be met were as follows: The device
had to perform the following functions; control the level of the system
with change in ambient noise over the
range of at least 20 dB. The unit had
to take signals from the noise-sensing
microphone(s), amplify them and use
them to change the gain of the announce mic circuit. The relationship
between the change of ambient noise
and announce levels had to be linear.
For every dB of noise, increased level
of the announcement had to be raised
one dB.
Change of level had to be gradual,
responding to average noise level
rather than individual bursts or peaks.
As the noise receded, gain of the
system was to allow to change slowly
over the period of several seconds.
Noise sensing systems had to be insensitive to extremely low- and high frequency noises which normally don't
interfere with hearing the announcements. Because of this, sensing microphones can be lower quality units,
lacking in low- or high- frequency response.

Two types of circuits were needed.
One which would operate all the time
and where sensing microphone(s)
were located outside the announcement area (in airports outdoors,
where jets taxi) and a system which
had sensing mics next to the announce
speakers and required temporary shutoff of sensing when the announcement
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was being made. This required a spe-

cial freeze circuit which would hold
the gain constant over the period of a
couple of minutes at the level just
preceding the announcement, and
which would at the instant the announcement was over, commence
sensing again.

In less sophisticated systems, announce speakers are being used for
noise sensing, and for announcement
switched to the output of the p.a.
amplifier. This circuit cannot be used
in systems with continuous sensing
(for instance, when the level of the
background music in a restaurant has
to be controlled). In this case, directional sensing mies have to be used,
so that they pick up the din of the
crowd and not the music, otherwise
level of the system may start increasing until it reaches maximum. It is
nothing else but the positive feedback.
If the action is allowed to go uncontrolled, sound will bloom until it will
drive you out of the room. When the
noise sensing is done outside the announce area, then the problem of level
control is simple. Take trains, for example. All you have to sense is the
noise of the train, since it is a domineering factor in setting the gain of the
announcements. True that the train
noise heard outside the cars is much
greater than the noise heard inside
the car, but then again, the rate of
change in p.a. level can be adjusted to
produce the desired effect in tracking
changes in ambient noise.
I want to now talk about the levels
involved in such systems. Let us start
with noise sensing. Noise levels can
vary from the quiet of a great cathedral to the ear -piercing noise of the
air hammer or steam turbine. In the
average installation, ambient noise will
produce sound pressure resulting in
dBm, using
mic levels of -80 to
an average dynamic mic. It means that
you will need preamplification on the

-90

Figure 2. A method of using the
announce speaker for noise sensing.

e

DON'T MAKE A SOUND UNTIL YOU HAVE AUDIMAX AND VOLUMAX.
14

1

14
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This is the team that quietly goes to work produce a new excellence in sound conto produce a perfect sounding program. trol, increase audience coverage and amAudimax eliminates distortions like thump- plify your station's profits.
ing, audio holes and the "swish -up" of
background noises. Volumax prevents
overmodulation and limits program peaks,
permitting broadcasters to achieve maximum power from each watt of carrier
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
power. Together, Audimax and Volumax 227 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06905

CBS LABORATORIES
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ANNOUNCEMENT

REVOX CORPORATION would like to offer

SENSING

STOPPEDI

SENSING

I

/ RESUMED

SYSTEM
GAIN

the services of its new

line SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION. Quo-

tations are available for
any special or unusual

AMBIENT

Figure 3. Typical
system gain; noise
against time.

NOISE

LEVEL

TIME

tape recorder requirement you may have.
Please contact:
REVOX

CORPORATION
SPECIAL PRODUCTS
DIVISION
155 Michael Drive

Syosset,
New York 11791
516- 364 -1900

order of not less than 80 to 90 dB
before line levels can be achieved.
Luckily these signals are only used for
thç d.c. control of the gain - riding
circuits. Restricting frequency range
further reduces troublesome possible
transients. When speakers are used
for sensing, it is important that the
resonant frequency of the speaker be
filtered out, otherwise signals with
frequencies near or at resonance of
the speaker may produce incorrect
gain riding.
More complications occur when the
same system is called upon to perform
more functions, like between the announcements it is supposed to supply
background music, yet when the an-

THE XEDIT -2
the finest 2" tape splicing block you can buy
Small holding ridges will not crimp the tape
when it is removed
Razor blade fits snugly -makes a straight, neat cut
Tough aluminum alloy with clear, anodized finish
Custom -machined to extremely close tolerances
Cork backing
slippage
7

"x3 " x3/a "

-no

Sold exclusively by TIMEKEEPER ón a 100% money back
guarantee. You must agree that this is the best 2" tape block
you have used or you may return the °unit for a full refund.
N.Y.S. residents add 6% sales tax

Price:

$80. postpaid

(45° cut is optional at $5 additional)

co

TIMEKEEPER

P.O. Box 835 Great Neck, N.Y. 11021
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nouncements are made it should adjust
gain according to the ambient noise
level. Several solutions in this case
are possible. Either separate sets of
speakers are used for background
music, or separate sensing mics. Part
of the background signal with inverse
phase is fed into the mic channel, so
that the effect of the music is minimized in setting the gain of the system. I have heard about experiments
conducted with the speakers; using
them simultaneously for music and
sensing. It would seem that with lots
of phase shifts it would be a hard task
to perform-but if you put your mind
to it, almost every problem can be
solved.
In the past few months, I have been
talking more about communication
problems than problems of recording
and sound processing. Well, I think
that these problems are more pressing.
I am not saying that we should stop
doing what we have been working on,
but I would like to see abandoned
fields get attention. How many of us
realize that audio is the most important means of communications. Television cannot survive without sound,
nor telephone, nor movies. The last
AES Show was somewhat of a disappointment to me. It seems that it
could be called the Studio Equipment
Show. The best engineering talents,
which should dictate audio standards
to all facets of communications, have
concentrated on sixteen -track recording. What a pity!

moving
Have you sent us a change -of-address
notice? It takes time for us to change
your plate so let us know well in
advance of your move. Be sure to
send us the complete new address as
well as your old address. Include both
zip numbers. Keep db coming without
interruption!
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John M. Woram

THE SYNC TRACK

The 41st AES

Convention

t*

Here in Fun City, another AES
convention has passed. By the time
these words reach print, the exhibits
will have been gone for well over a
month, and the AES Picture Gallery
(page 17) will be on its way to becoming nostalgia.
Around the exhibits, there was
again heard some talk of limiting the
convention to a once -a -year affair. Admittedly, it's not an easy matter to
transport heavy consoles back and
forth across the country twice a year.
In fact, there are now some companies that only exhibit in California,
others only in New York.
Yet, there are certainly enough
technical papers offered to justify two
or more conventions a year. In fact,
both New York and California have
had to run concurrent sessions in two
meeting rooms, just to get all the
papers presented within the convention week. A single annual convention
would really present a logistical problem in this area.
As for exhibits, the AES and the
exhibiting manufacturers provide a
valuable service to the audio industry
by bringing together -on both coasts
-the latest equipment. Many AES
members have neither the time nor
the money to journey cross country,
and since there is such a concentration of audio activity in both the California and New York areas, the present arrangement allows both areas an
annual look at what's going on.
Of course, it would be nice if the
society could find a more suitable
hotel in New York City. The virtues
of the present site -such as many another midtown landmark, both of flesh

and of stone-are nebulous at best.
Yet, hotels that are less depressing
are either incredibly expensive, uninterested, or incapable of handling the
requirements of the convention. Until
a more suitable location can be discovered, the present site at least has
sufficient exhibit space.
NEW PRODUCTS SHOWN

Many of the tape recorder manufacturers had interesting new products
to show. At last, the Studer A -80 sixteen -track recorder was displayed. The
unit uses separate plug -in cards for
the eight -track head assembly. At this
time, a remote control unit is not
available.
Ampex displayed a new sixteen track machine that is about the same
size as the 3M deck. But to me, their
most interesting new product is the
remote read -out and search unit for
the MM -1000 series deck. This one
reads in real time, which is a tremendous advantage in any studio situation. It's very difficult to get an artist
or producer to relate to the number
of revolutions of the supply reel. And,
one revolution may mean anything
from about one foot to one yard of
tape, depending on the amount of
tape remaining on the supply reel.
Certainly, a revolutions counter is better than no counter at all, but a real time indication is preferable. The
MM -1000 tape path already contains
a mechanical footage counter with
hours /minutes /seconds read -out, so
the remote unit involves no major design changes. Some other machines
have no existing slippage -free rollers,
so a real-time device would require at

www.americanradiohistory.com

least a little redesigning of the tape
path -no easy matter.
The problem of real -time readout
might be simplified if some tape manufacturer could be persuaded to print
some form of stripe on the tape backing which could then be read by an
external optical unit. Since Agfa tape
already contains printing on the backing, I presume there are no unsurmountable obstacles to printing a pattern that could be read by a light sensitive device.
Coming back to tape transports,
3M brought along a prototype that
outwardly resembled their current sixteen -track deck. However, it was re-

markably faster handling, changing
direction and stopping in a fraction
of the time required by most other
machines. It seemed to be about the
fastest, most responsive machine I've
seen, with the exception of a custom
built transport constructed by Claude
Karczmer at Vanguard Records.
(More about this later.)
Another feature of the 3M prototype is a built in Dolby unit
or
rather sixteen of them. This should
certainly be welcome news to all those
who spend so much time plugging and
unplugging Dolbys, and wondering if
they've properly switched the terminations off (or was it on ?)
And, on the subject of noise reduction, dbx and Burwen Laboratories
both had new noise reduction units to
show.
The entry of these systems to the
audio market invites a whole series of
questions, such as: What about compatibility between contending systems?
What is the optimum amount of noise
reduction? Do new developments in
tape manufacture minimize the importance of noise reduction systems?
and so on.
As an aside, I mentioned the dbx
extended range meter in the August
issue. Now that we've been using it
for some months, I wonder how we
ever got along without it. How nice
it is to occasionally find something
that is both inexpensive and useful.
Eventide Clock Works, Inc. (!) is
a convention newcomer. Many of
their products are still in the advanced
development stage, but show considerable promise as useful gadgets for the
studio looking for a competitive edge.
Among other little goodies soon to be
available (I hope) are a phasing unit,
a digital delay line, a stereo transmitter, and a rate pitch changer.
AKG displayed their new reverberation unit. Earlier this year, I heard
the unit demonstrated, and found it
compared favorably with other electro- mechanical units. Where space is
at a premium, it has the advantage of
being reasonably small, and since it is

-

fairly light weight, I imagine it could
be readily moved around -even taken
on remotes.
Allison Research's limiter or 'Gain
Brain' and Allison's Kool -Aid shared
the booth with the well -known Kepex.
The Gain Brain is a combination peak
and r.m.s. limiter. I've been fooling
around with one for a few months
now, and have found it works very
well in conjunction with the Kepex,
especially with inexperienced bass
players.
Of course, the leading console manufacturers were there, with their latest
developments. I would still like to see
a little more human engineering designed into consoles, but I suppose
I'm some sort of fanatic or something.
In addition to knobs that point the
way, and legends that are not obscured from view unless the engineer
is standing on top of the console, I'd
like to see (among other things) two
echo returns for every echo send, or
at least more returns than sends; flexible panning facility, echo equalization, separate speaker volume controls,
ganged faders for two- (or four -)
track mixdowns, cue systems with separate volume controls for each track
in each cue line, meaningful color coding, and so on, and on, and on. 1
almost forgot -how about an oscillator that is continuously variable bekHz so
tween at least 10 kHz and
you really know what's happening?
Yes, I know that oscillators are available separately, but how about building one into the console so it will be
there when you want it?
Admirers of the Neumann U -47
will be interested to know that the
transistor version of that famous
microphone will be available momentarily from Gotham. And ElectroVoice now has a line of inexpensive
electret condenser microphones available.
microphones
interesting
Other
shown were the AKG series of modular microphones and the recently introduced line of Beyer mies. The
AKG system features a collection of
capsules, bodies, extensions, angles,
and whatnot, all of which can be interchanged. For example, a right angle
assembly may be inserted between the
capsule and the microphone body, or
an omni assembly can be quickly replaced with a cardioid, and so on.
Last but not least, and with apologies to all the unmentioned exhibitors,
International Telecomm showed their
parametric stereo equalizer which appeared to be quite a flexible unit, and
might turn out to be particularly suitable for doctoring up a problem track.
But now its time to start thinking
about the 42nd AES convention to be
held in Los Angeles May 2-5, 1972.
1
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UREI's unique Cooper Time Cube* gives you TWO completely
independent audio delay lines, at less than one -third the cost of
a single channel digital unit.
The Time Cube is the ideal creative tool for:

Recovering "hidden" ambience in 2 track stereo recordings to produce Quadriphonie 4-channel product
"Doubling" of sounds loudness enhancement of instruments or
voices without electrical summation
Delaying reverb send or receive to create natural "early reverberant

-

field"
Changing apparent source-to-mike distances-a new creative concept

Model 920 -16 Time Cube is the only acoustical delay line system
of professional quality, and is designed specifically for recording

studio applications.
See your dealer or write for complete specifications.
'Evolved from the original design of Dr. Duane
in collaboration with M. T. Putnam of UREI.

ME

H.

Cooper of The University of Illinois,

company

11922 Valerio Street, No. Hollywood, California 91605 (213) 764 -1500
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Technically,
our new SQ four-channel

system has 4 basic
advantages.
Sony SQ.
A new stereo /quadraphonic system, delivers four
distinct sound channels from a compatible SQ record.
It also offers four distinct advantages over all the
other four-channel "matrix" systems.

Advantage #1:
Greatest stereo separation, front and rear.

Your present stereo system probably can maintain
40 db or so of separation between left and right channels. Maintaining this full left -to-right separation, in
both the front and rear pairs of channels, is one of the
major achievements of the SQ system.

1

Advantage #2:
Simple logic that lets soloists stay soloists.

When a single instrument is playing, all you want to
hear is that instrument, even in four-channel. A pure
matrix decoder -even the matrix at the heart of SQcan't reproduce a solo instrument without a softer,
phantom soloist in other channels. But by adding a
logic circuit, these phantom signals can be diminished
or eliminated, sharpening your sense of the soloist's
position.
So far, though, only Sony's SOD -1000 and SQA -200
decoders have this logic enhancement. Because SQ's
unique encoding (which shows up on records as a
double -helical modulation of the groove) makes simple logic circuits practical.

Advantage #3:
Total omnidirectional fidelity.

A musician plays no softer when he's behind you
or to one side. With SQ he doesn't sound as if he did.
No matter where in the 360° quadraphonic circle the
musician sits, he will be heard at exactly the same
volume as if he were sitting in front of you. And that's
true whether you're listening to the SQ record in fourchannel or just playing it on a stereo system without
an SQ decoder.

#

#

Advantage #4:
Equipment by Sony.
Sony offers you a choice of two SQ adapters.
For the more demanding, there's a new SOD-1000
decoder. Its logic circuit enhances front -back separation by up to 6 db, so that front -center soloists (or
rear ones. for that matter), stand out more clearly. The
SQD -1000 lets you listen to four-channel sound from
SQ records, or to discrete four -channel tapes on
auxiliary players. It also lets you listen to normal
stereo, or to stereo broadcasts and recordings enhanced with SQ ambience. Just plug the SOD -1000
into your tape monitor jacks (the SQD -1000 has its
own), and add your choice of rear -channel amplifier
and speakers.
If you want to get into SQ with a more modest
investment, add Sony's new SQA -200 SQ decoder/
amplifier to your system. It has all the SQD- 1000's
features (except the four -channel master volume
control). But because the SQA -200 has a stereo
amplifier built in, it saves you the expense of an extra
amplifier for your rear channels.
Hear SQ at your Sony dealer. Or write Sony
Corporation of America, 47 -47 Van Dam Street, Long
Island City, N.Y. 11101.

New SONY SQ
Circle 22 on Reader Service Card
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Musically,
it's starting out
with 52.

Vanguard Records

Columbia Records
Popular
Lynn Anderson, Rose Garden
Blood, Sweat and Tears Il
Johnny Cash at San Quentin
Chase
Ray Corniff, Love Story
Al Cooper, Mike Bloomfield

&

Steve Stills. Supersession
Miles Davis, Bitches Brew
Bob Dylan, Nashville Skyline
Percy Faith, Romeo and Juliet
Funny Girl, Original Sound Track
Janis Joplin, Pearl
Kris Kristofferson, Silver- Tongued Devil and I
Johnny Mathis, You've Gota Friend
Jim Nabors. Help Me Make It Through The Night
No. No, Nanette, Original Cast
Poco, Deliverin'
Ray Price. For the Good Times
Raiders. Indian Reservation
Santana. Abraxas
Sly and the Family Stone, Greatest Hits
Ray Stevens, Greatest Hits
Barbara Streisand, Stoney End
Ten Years After, A Space in Time
Andy Williams. Love Story
Tammy Wynette. We Sure Can Love Each Other
Classical
Bach, Switched -On Bach (Carlos)
Bernstein, Mass (Bernstein, Original Kennedy
Center Cast)
R. Strauss. Also Sprach Zarathustra
(Bernstein. N.Y. Philharmonic)
Morton Subotnick. Touch
Verdi. Requiem (Bernstein, Arroyo, Veasey, Domingo.
Raimondi, London Symphony)

Popular
Joan Baez, Blessed are...
Larry Coryell, At the Village Gate
Country Joe and the Fish,
From Haight -Ashbury
to Woodstock (2 LP)
Buffy Sainte-Marie, Moonshot
Classical
P.D.O. Bach,'
The Stoned Guest (Schickele)
Berlioz.Requiem (Abravanel, Utah)
Handel's Messiah (Price. Minton, Young, Diaz,
Somary, English Chamber Orch.)
Handel, Messiah highlights
Mahler, Symphony No. 3 ( Abravanel, Utah)
Mozart, Divertimenti K287/138
(Blum, English Chamber Orch).
Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 4
(Stokowski, American Symphony)
Tchaikovsky, Serenade Op. 48;
Prokofiev, Classical Symphony;
Arensky, Variations (Somary,
English Chamber Orch.)
The Virtuoso Trumpet of Martin Berinbaum
(Somary. English Chamber Orch).
'

Ampex Records
Popular
Anita Kerr Singers Grow to Know Me
Anita Kerr Singers with Royal Philharmonic,
A Christmas Story
Bob Hinkle. 011ie Moggus
Melting Pot, Fire Burn and Cauldron Bubble
Mason Profit, Last Night I had the Strangest Dream
Purlie, Original Cast
Cris Williamson
Rome Philharmonic, Classical Movie Themes

C.

v
CD

m

3

four- channel record system
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Norman

H.

Crowhurst

THEORY AND PRACTICE

I'm resuming the discussion of
types of motors used for drives in
audio equipment, and we have come
to the question of providing a smooth,
wow -less and flutterless, constant -speed
drive for recording and playback,
both of tape and disc recordings. For
d.c. operated machines, such as portable recorders, a well -built permanent magnet motor, supplied with constant
d.c. voltage will maintain constant
speed.
However, a d.c. motor will have
varying torque every time a brush
crosses the insulation in the commutator, so the current path through the
armature is changed. The average
torque and speed may be held constant, but this fluctuation many times
during each revolution can cause
flutter.
Consequently, the capstan requires

THE NEW

FARNSWORTH
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Model 12 ($395 per pair)
Woofer
12 inches
Height
25% inches
Width
17 inches
Depth
131/4 inches
Weight
53 lbs. each

-

Frequency Response 20 to 22,000 Hz.
Impedance
8 ohms
Minimum recommended power 15 watts
Power handling capacity
100 watts

-

Model 15 ($495 per pair)
Woofer
15 Inches
Height
29% inches
Width
21 inches
Depth
181/4 inches
Weight
74 lbs. each

-

rn

Frequency Response 15 to 22,000 Hz.
Impedance
8 ohms
Minimum recommended power 10 watts
Power handling capacity
100 watts
After side by side comparisons with
speaker systems costing over $1,000, they
have been purchased by universities, electronic music studios, record companies
and audiophiles.

-

Money back if not satisfied.

Patent pending.
5 year factory guarantee.

8

Exclusive Dealer
Marice Stith Recording Services
Redwood Lane, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

Write for free information

sufficient inertia (rotating mass) to
absorb all fluctuations of torque while
keeping speed close enough to constant as to represent a satisfactorily
low order of flutter.
Holding d.c. constant, so speed is
reliably the same at all times, may not
be easy when batteries are used for
power. A relatively simple remedy for
this is the use of an inexpensive voltage regulator, such as a zener diode,
to hold motor voltage constant, as battery voltage varies.
Flutter and wow can be caused by
mechanical effects as well as electrical
variations. This means that the drive
from the motor shaft to the point that
drives the tape or disc surface needs
consideration. Various types of drive
can be used: direct (the capstan or
turntable is on the same shaft as the
motor), belt, or gear. Variations of
the belt might use chain, while use
of a jockey pulley, with no belt may
be considered as a variety of gear.
We will not discuss the deriving of
correct speed ratios, which is a relatively simple arithmetical calculation,
but the fact that such ratios are neccessary, because motors may not turn
at the same speed as required of the
turntable or capstan, means that a
drive using one or other form of conversion must be used. The alternative
is to design the machine so the motor
does turn at the same speed as the

turntable or capstan.
For a turntable drive, this means
the shaft must rotate at one of the
standard speeds, given in r.p.m.: 78,
45, 331/2 or 161/2. Back in the days
when one speed was standard, so that
machines were commonly made with
only one speed, one approach was to
use a specially- designed synchronous
motor. Operating on 60 -Hz supply,
the synchronous speed of a 2-pole
motor is 3600 r.p.m.
Synchronous speed is inversely proportional to the number of poles,
which must be even, because every
north must have a corresponding south
(and vice versa, I should add, to avoid
being accused of geographical prejudice). So a motor built with 92 poles
will run at 78.2 r.p.m. If you want
331/2 r.p.m., the motor will need 216
poles, while 45 r.p.m. calls for 160
poles.
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A single such motor may be feasible, but to make a motor that can be
switched from 92 to 160 to 216 poles
makes matters somewhat complicated,
both electrically and mechanically. It
is much simpler to design a good
motor that will hold its speed constant
to one value, and provide the different
speeds by purely mechanical means,
in the drive.
So most turntables get the required
variety of speeds by using either a
variable- diameter drum on the motor
shaft, coupled to the turntable periphery (inside or outside, usually the
former) by an intermediate jockey
pully. The speed is determined by the
diameter of the drum section on the
motor shaft against which the jockey
pulley engages.
The jockey pulley, which is usually
the smoothest possible wheel with a
rubber periphery, merely serves to
transfer the peripheral speed of the
portion of motor shaft against which
the rubber engages to the periphery
of the turntable. Smoothness of speed
(freedom from flutter and wow) depends on uniformity of the three ele-

ments that engage one another.
The alternative form of drive for
turntables uses a similar variety of
drum or pulley diameters with a belt
to transfer the movement to the turntable periphery.
The reason gears are not used is
that their transmission is essentially
non -uniform as teeth engage and disengage, however perfectly the teeth of
the gears are made. The same is true
about chain drives. The transmission
may be completely smooth, but it is
not uniform, and thus introduces a
speed flutter.
For driving capstans in tape recorders, a direct drive is more feasible and
most modern recorders employ this
form. Achieving acceptable flutter and
wow elimination is then a matter of
precision bearings, trueness of rotation, so that movement is perfectly
uniform.
While a variety of electric motors
can be used, the best is generally conceded to be the hysteresis synchronous,
when the supply is a.c. The induction
motors, discussed in the last issue, can
achieve quite good constancy of speed,
if the rotor resistance is low compared
to its reactance. But still the degree of
drag provided by the tape can vary
the amount of slip that occurs-the
amount by which the speed drops below a theoretical synchronous speed.
An induction motor never runs at
synchronous speed: the torque to
make it run necessitates that its running speed be slightly below synchronous. If it is a 4 -pole motor, running
on 60 Hz supply, the synchronous
speed would be 1800 r.p.m. A good

induction motor will probably run
between 1700 and 1770 r.p.m.
A hysteresis - synchronous motor
starts as an induction motor: the same
torque characteristic possessed by the
induction motor gets it up close to
synchronous speed. Then the fact that
a slow slip causes slugs of magnetic
material on the rotor to slowly reverse
their magnetization draws energy from
the supply, an energy that alternately
boosts and retards the speed, if the
motor continues to run as an induction type.
As the rotor drops behind one condition of magnetization of the slugs
representing a synchronous operation,
the energy drawn by hysteresis pulls
the speed up, tending to prevent the
rotor from slipping out of synch. As
it passes beyond the critical point, to
where opposite magnetization would
occur at synchronism, the rotor is retarded by the hysteresis energy.
The design of a good hysteresis
synchronous motor is such that the
forward pull keeps the motor in synch,
once it has run up to speed, against
considerable torque trying to pull it
out. The more it drags behind, the
more hysteresis energy is drawn from
the supply to keep it in synch, until
it reaches pull -out point, just like a

regular synchronous motor.
Some tape recorders use one hysteresis synchronous motor as a central
drive unit (or perhaps a good induction motor, as a second choice) with
a slipping -belt system to provide takeup drive to the take -up spool. This is
a cost -saving feature, as a rule, because one motor costs less than three
(one for capstan and one for each
spool). Fast forward and rewind is
usually provided by using a different
belt configuration and a system of
clutches.
The more sophisticated drives use
the constant-speed motor to drive only
the capstan, and employ an extra
motor or two (more usually the latter) to drive the spools. Many prefer
d.c. motors for this purpose, because
a simple way of changing speed, to go
from normal takeup during record or
playback, is to change the voltage applied to the motor(s).
The fast forward and rewind functions, on any recorder and, more particularly, regular tape-movement functions on a high -speed duplicator, require special care for tape handling
during speed run -up and stopping.
With the fast -forward and rewind
functions, from one viewpoint it does
not matter how fast speed builds up
(or how slowly, providing it is not
aggravatingly slow) or how long it
takes to bring the tape to a stop.
From another viewpoint, however,

rapid stopping is desirable, and equally
rapid starting to complement it is almost equally desirable. If the run -up
and stopping is too lethargic, finding
(or stopping the tape at) a predetermined spot can be difficult. The inertia inherent in the slow speed change
means that the spot you want will go
by, often several times, before you
finally stop the tape precisely where
you want it to stop.
The problem with starting, and
more particularly with stopping the
tape with such a degree of suddenness is that of ensuring that it never
snatches with danger of breaking the
tape, and never allows the tape to
run slack, so as to allow it to leave
its assigned path and tangle.

This involves careful attention to
both start -up and braking, so the combined action at each point is smooth
but rapid. Change from drive to brake
must be properly sequenced with split second timing. If you have ever operated a recorder where the designer
relied on the speed at which you press
the button down with your finger, you
will have discovered that hitting the
button either too quickly or too slowly
will cause trouble. Usually hitting it
too quickly will snatch the tape, running the risk of breaking it, while
hitting it too slowly will loose control,
allowing it to spill and tangle.

To avoid this, the more sophisticated designers use electric or electronic controls that take timing out of
the user's control. The control button
(or whatever form it takes) merely
operates a single contact that initiates
the necessary sequence of actions. This
sequence may be electromechanical,
determined by solenoids or relays with
carefully controlled delays in action,
or it may be electrical or electronic.
Solid -state circuits may program the
necessary changes. Viewed as better
than mechanical braking by many designers is electrical braking. A motor
is used of a design such that applying
d.c. causes braking. Then application
of the d.c. can easily be controlled
by use of suitable large value capacitors that allow the d.c. applied to the
motor to build up at the required rate.
With all these problems in control
of tape, and maintaining constant
speed, whether tape or disc, there is
usually more than one approach to
solving the problem. While many
argue about which is best, it usually
comes back to the simple fact that
each is only as good as the method it
uses is applied. Almost any system,
by careful attention to detail, can be
made to work well. And what may
theoretically be the best method can
"come unstuck" when sloppily applied.

Line Driver Amplifiers
For Your Remote Broadcasting Needs
Model 189
AC /DC

Simple
To
Install

$9995

Complete

Model 185
AC Only

Save on Installation
and Removal Costs

$5995

Complete

Multiple Voice Coupler Driver
Flexible
Buy the
Channels
You Need Now

11

Add Up
To
10 Channels
Later

Model 183
Multiple Voice Coupler
10 Channel

Unit

$49995
Telephone

For Additional Specifications
on Above Units and Other
Amplifier Products Write:

Warranted for

1

309/776 -4544
PULSE DYNAMICS MANUFACTURING CORP.
Fulton Street
Colchester, Illinois 62326
Send Check or Money Order to:

year against Parts, Materials and Workmanship.
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Martin Dickstein

SOUND WITH IMAGES
What Is Resolution?
Although it may be near the
New Year season, that is not the
kind of resolution we mean. What is
television resolution? Perhaps that
pins it down a bit closer.
According to the Second Edition of
the huge New International Webster's
Unabridged Dictionary, which I carry
around all the time and just happen
to have in my back pocket, the word
is given many definitions for its various applications, but there is none
given specifically for t.v. The closest
definitions which are applicable come
from the fields of optics and photography.
Under optics, the word is defined as
"the art or property of rendering visible the separate parts of an object,
or of distinguishing between different sources of light." Then it says
"See optical resolving power."
The definition given under "Resolving Power, optics" is "the ability of
an optical instrument to form distinguishable images of objects separated
by small angular distances."
In another place, under "Optical
resolving power ", the definition is
given as "The power of an optical
system using light of one color to
form images of two point sources
which are close together so that the
images may be recognized as distinct."
In the definition for resolution in
the sub -division of Photog., it says
"the ability of a film or plate to reproduce the fine detail of the optical
image ".
It looks like a combination of several of the definitions given would
apply to television, but the technical
definition is given by RETMA as the
maximum number of black- and-white
lines visible in one picture height.
Since the term is defined in terms of
picture height, and the standard aspect ratio of our standard television
systems is 4:3, it follows that the
horizontal resolution would be the
number of horizontal bars visible in
one picture height or in 3A of a picture width. Although the term is defined as lines per picture height, it is
common in general usage to eliminate
the last part of the term and just
refer to resolution as lines.
The horizontal resolving capability
of a camera or monitor is determined
by the system bandwidth, active line

time and the aspect ratio. It is, therefore, possible for a very slow -scan
system to have a high resolution with
long scan periods being used. If the
bandwidth is increased, the resolution
would improve.
For relating horizontal resolution to
bandwidth and scan time, the relationship is given as horizontal resolution factor (HRF)
3/2 T, where
T is the active horizontal line time,
or horizontal scan time minus the time
for horizontal blanking. HRF is given
here in lines per MHz. and in this
equation for a system with a 4:3
aspect ratio.
From this, it can be determined that
for the U.S. 525-line system of television transmission, with a standard
bandwidth of 4.2 MHz, and an HRF
of 80 lines /MHz, the nominal horizontal resolution is 340 lines. In
Europe and elsewhere, the t.v. systems
use 675 lines and 945 lines. For the
former, an HRF of 59 lines with a
bandwidth of 7.5 MHz gives a resolution of 440 lines. In the latter system, a resolution of 615 lines is
achieved with a bandwidth of 15 MHz
and a factor of 40.5 lines/MHz.
For vertical resolution, the definition is also given in terms of lines per
picture height and refers to the maximum number of horizontal black-andwhite lines that can be seen in one
frame. This means the total number
of lines minus the number of vertical
blanking lines. For an interlaced system, a number called the Kell factor is
introduced. This term is found experimentally and relates the total number of active lines in a frame with the
number that can be resolved visually.
The number is found to be 0.7. Thus,
the actual vertical resolution of an
interlaced system is the number of
active lines per frame times this 0.7

=

factor.
To find the actual resolution of a
525 -line system, therefore, it is only
necessary to determine the active number of lines, subtract from the over -all
total and multiply by the factor. If it
is considered that each field contains
a period of 20 blanking lines, there
are, therefore, 40 total blanking lines
in each frame (2 fields per frame).
The result is a resolution of 340 lines,
the same as the horizontal resolution
found previously.
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It should be indicated here that for
random interlace systems the Kell factor does not apply. The resolution,
then, would be simply the number of
active lines per frame.
From the relationship given for
vertical resolution, it can be seen that
bandwidth has no effect on this capability of the system. Thus, in the situation of a slow -scan system, the vertical resolution would be improved by
increasing the scan rate, but would be
unaffected by increasing the bandwidth.
Measurement of the t.v. system
horizontal resolution is performed by
use of a special chart. Originally called
RETMA charts, they are now referred
to as EIA charts as they are published
by the Electronic Industry Association. The various charts available in
various shops may be slightly different, but the method of checking the
resolution is the same and can be performed with any of the charts.
After the proper camera adjustments have been made for beam and
target, etc., and normal lighting set up,
the chart should be placed directly in
front of the camera and perpendicular
to the axis of the lens. The distance
between the lens and the chart should
be such that the infinity range of the
lens must be used for the test.
If a zoom lens is used, it should
now be zoomed until the chart just
fills the viewfinder or monitor. This
can be judged by the arrows (two on
each side of the pattern) which should
be at the extreme edges of the image
or by the outside lines of the chart.
By adjustment of the vertical or horizontal size of the image, the outside
edges of the chart can be made to fit
exactly the screen of the monitor.
With the aspect ratio thus properly
set, the resolution can now be read
directly.
Just above and below the center of
the chart, there are precisely spaced
vertical lines. The widest spacing is
marked with the number 200 and the
narrowest, toward the center, with a
400. Another similar set of vertical
lines is marked beginning with 400
and ending with the extremely fine
spacing at the center marked with an
800. After adjusting the brightness
and contrast for the best possible
image, the resolution can be read at
the point where the lines seem to lose
their individuality and come together.
If the marking at that point is 200,
that is the resolution of the system. If
the blurring occurs between two number markings, the resolution can be
interpolated.
With the resolution at the center
of the image now known, it is also
(continued on page 33

NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Picture Gallery -N.Y. AES Convention
Herewith, the results of our camera's inquisition into the products and
views seen at the Audio Engineering
Society's Convention and Exhibition
held recently in New York City. Space

permits only highlights, and, at that,
not all of them. We do have more interesting photos that will make their
appearance next month.
If you wish information on any
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products shown, merely circle the appropriate reader service number on
the post card at the rear of this issue
and it will come directly from the
manufacturer.

Views Around the Show

.
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$149 °i°
$49900ED

A professional 6 channel stereo mixer at a price everyone can afford.
Noise -127 dbm. Output +20 dbm into 600 ohms. Integral VU
meters. Switchable mic preamp gain. IC circuitry. 117 VAC or battery
operation. Switchable low frequency rolloff. A -B pots. Beyer and Triad
transformers. See your dealer or order direct postpaid from Prokit.

PROKIT DIVISION, GATELY ELECTRONICS
57 WEST HILLCREST AVE.
HAVERTOWN, PA.

19083
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Ampex and 3M both showed working prototypes of upcoming sixteen
track recorders that will cost less but
perform with more versatility than
present models. Shown is the Ampex
version.

Perhaps the busiest spot in the show was at the Neve
booth. There a sixteen track tape was providing signal so
that a visitor could manipulate the board as if he were
operating a live session. The tape was prepared by db
associate editor John Woram (Vanguard Records) and
he used Shure mics exclusively for it. The sixteen -track
tape was also piped to the nearby Shure booth for continuous earphone monitoring there. For information on
the Neve console, Circle 100 on Reader Service Card.

The newest ReVox has Dolby-B built
in; also the range of Beyer mics and
stands was displayed. Circle 90 on
Reader Service Card.

Solid -state electronics and ingenious
suspension are combined in this new
delay system from AKG. Circle 99
on Reader Service Card.

Plug-in record-play modules are a
feature of this sixteen track recorder
from Auto -Tec. Circle 73 on Reader
Service Card.

Melcor's Model 5001 is an all solid state digital delay system with adjust ability of 6 to 275 msec. Circle 93 on
Reader Service Card.

Shure set up their mixers so that visitors could monitor a sixteen -track
tape input fed through them. Circle
80 on Reader Service Card.

Eventide Clock Works, a new company, showed a prototype of a digital
rate and pitch control. Circle 51 on
Reader Service Card.
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FAIRCHILD

REVERBERTRON

MODEL 659A

SOUND EQUIPMENT CORP

ENGINEERING DATA

Imo BINS
15 -58

127' ST.

lif
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CoF1 P.fUfi101A1V

FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11356 212 445 -7200
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REVERBERTRON

MODEL 659A

The FAIRCHILD REVERBERTRON is a dynamic reverberation system designed to enhance broadcast and recording studio sound. Not only is
a more pleasing sound obtained with the use of the REVERBERTRON,but
a side effect is the production of sound that is apparently louder
and "livelier" than a non -reverberated sound.
The result is extremely natural sounding, and possesses the quality of good acoustical

reverb chambers.
The REVERBERATION uses six electro- mechanical delay lines, each
tuned differently to produce the natural reverberant effect. These
mechanical devices are isolated to prevent building rumble and environmental noise pickup. Change in reverberation periods is obtained through the use of a compressor, which emphasizes decaying reverberation, effectively prolonging the effect.

Now smaller in size, several of these flexible reverberation systems can be stacked in the space previously occupied by a single
The required rack space is only 7 ", or it can be carried
system.
into the field in one or two enclosures. The exclusive knob controlled "system lock" feature, which prevents vibration and damage
in transit, and its low weight enhances its field use capability.

FEATURES

Improved S/N (65 db).
Lower input levels - 30 dbm.
Full range equalization (bass, midrange and
control presence peak selection, high and
roll off).
Instant selection of 3 decay times.
Metering of all signals in the system.
Local and remote selection of 3 degrees of
reverberation (dry, - premix 1, premix 2).
Selector switch for dry signal, fully reverberated, partially & remotely selectable.
Continuous mix control.
All electronics on plug -in P.C. boards for
easy access and maintenance.
Transformer isolated input and output 600
ohm or 150 balanced or unbalanced.
Only 3 -1/2" of rack space for electronics 7" for the complete system.
"System lock" for transit.

Patent #3436674

rD

REVERBERTRON 659A
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Input Level:

-30 dbm or
higher.

Input Impedance:

600 ohm balanced or
unbalanced.

Output Handling
Capability:

Decay Time: Selectable from
3 seconds to 5
seconds.
Controls:

Input gain control.
Low frequency eq control.
High frequency droop
control.
High frequency boost
selector switch.
High frequency boost
control.
Pre -mix control #1.
Function selector switch.
Rev mix control.

+18 dbm.

Output Impedance: 600 or 150
ohm balanced
or unbalanced.
Frequency Resp.:

THD:

S/N:

Equiv. Input
Noise:

Dry channel ±1 db 20 Hz
to 20 kHz.
Rev channel from 50 Hz to
6 kHz adjustable to t15 db.
Less than .4%
maximum .1% at
line levels.

On and Off switch.
Decay time selector.
Meter selector switch.

Power
Requirements:
Dimensions:

110 V AC 30 watts.

Electronics

-

3

Delay Line Assy.

65 db.

1 /2 "H

x 19 "W x 10 "D.

3

1 /2 "H x

-

19 "W x 10 "D.

-125 db.

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS:

REVERBERATION DEVICE

The reverberation device shall be completely self- contained on two
rack -mountable chassis 3 1/2" high by 19" wide by 10" deep.
The
units shall have brushed aluminum front panels.
It shall have a
locking mechanism to prevent generator vibration and damage in transit.

All electronics shall be solid state and contained on two plug -in PC
boards.
The device shall have an input impedance of 600 ohms, balanced or unbalanced.
It shall be capable of operating at an input level as low as -30 dbm and shall have an output capability of +18 dbm.
The reverberation device shall provide complete equalization of the
reverberated signal, instant selection of three signal decay time
constants, remote selection of three mix levels and continuous local
mix control.
The device shall have a frequency response on dry channel within ±1
db from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and on reverberated channel from 50 Hz to 6
kHz, adjustable to ±15 db.
The device shall operate from a power source of 110 V AC, 30 watts.

The reverberation device shall be FAIRCHILD Model 659A REVERBERTRON.
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Newest microphone from Gotham
Audio is this Neumann U-47 field effect transistor model. Circle 54 on
Reader Service Card.

Compact ultradirectionality is offered
in this Sennheiser MHK -815 condenser microphone. Circle 82 on
Reader Service Card.

Scientific Electronic Systems' booth
was filled with their special power
supplies, mics, etc. Circle 89 on
Reader Service Card.

This special Otani unit quality controls 8 -track cartridge tape before it's
loaded. Circle 61 on Reader Service
Card.

Ampex showed much, among which
was this film sync system from an
MM -1000 to a projector. Circle 50
on Reader Service Card.

Among Pentagon's dubbing units can
be found this high -speed reel to reel
duplicator slave group. Circle 68 on
Reader Service Card.

Teac is now providing a variety of
Dolby-B encoder -decoder, including
this AN -180 system. Circle 70 on
Reader Service Card.

ITI has a tape loader that spools
from reels directly into empty cassettes. It cuts and trims. Circle 85 on
Reader Service Card.

Ferrograph stereo tape recorders are

The Scully 100. Sixteen tracks on
two -inch tape with only the ancillary
equipment that you want. Circle 92
on Reader Service Card.

New in the 3M tape line is 208 and
209, both designed for low print and
low noise use. Circle 77 on Reader
Service Card.

The Electro-Voice "cocoon" of acoustically transparent material holds the
mic gib -inch off the floor. Circle 53
on Reader Service Card.
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now available with built -in Dolby-B
circuitry. Circle 88 on Reader Service
Card.

CD

Circle 24 on Reader Service Card

Electro Sound has the capability of
supplying multi -track recorders to
your equipment. Circle 91 on Reader
Service Card.

A wide variety of audio tapes for

both mastering and duplicating purposes come from Agfa. Circle 58 on
Reader Service Card.
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Tapemaker Sales specializes in making a wide variety of leader and
splicing tapes. Circle 60 on Reader
Service Card.

Owners of Dolby 360-series units will
want to have one of these full -parameter testing jigs. Circle 76 on Reader
Service Card.
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Two models of flutter meter originally
made by Data Measurements are now
distributed by 3M. Circle 86 on
Reader Service Card.

Acoustic Research demonstrated their
AR -LST monitor's six positions of
frequency response. Circle 94 on
Reader Service Card.

Nor -Amp

is a noise reduction gating
amplifier for suppression of unwanted
noise distributed by Harvey Radio.
Circle 87 on Reader Service Card.

The Model 500 Marantz stereo power
amplifier delivers 250 watts continuous per channel into 8 ohms. Circle
71 on Reader Service Card.

Koss Electronics uses this kind of rig
to test the response of their stereo
earphones. Circle 74 on Reader Service Card.

Haeco's new model stereo cutter is
shown mounted on a Scully cutting
lathe. Circle 72 on Reader Service
Card.

DBII 181
DE CR. INEAR

NOISE
REDUCTION

SYSTEM

The DBX Decilinear noise reductions system joins their line of other
products. Circle 95 on Reader Service
Card.
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Amplifiers For The BIG Jobs

20002000 WATTS
RMS INTO 8

M600

600%WS
RMS INTO

8

Crown offers the biggest amplifiers.
The model M2000 will deliver 2 killowatts into 8 -ohm loads. Circle 75
on Reader Service Card.
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ROBERT C. EHLE

Live Electronic Music
Equipment
In this article, the author explores some of the techniques
and the equipment necessary to create and perform electronic
music and/or electronic music plus live music in concert.

A typical? electronic music setup. This one is at the North
Texas State University Electronic Music center. A lot of
recognizable audio equipment is there as well as the

two Moog synthesizers.

ARE TODAY witnessing the gradual electrification of music. Little by little, all the familiar
forms of music are being taken over by

WE

electronics: organs, guitars, electric pianos,
amplified instruments, synthesizers, recordings with electronically-synthesized reverb. and stereo and finally totally
electronic music. Electronic music has generally been produced in studios through much effort in tape splicing and
dubbing and certainly not in real time. Recently musicians,
having gained a better idea of what electronics can do for
them have begun experimenting with equipment on stage
for real live electronic music, either alone or with more
familiar instruments.
Today, the Moog synthesizers are concert instruments
as are many other brands of synthesizers. Also, the rock
groups, avant -garde improvisation ensembles, and the local
"Pops" concerts have presented live electronic music in
concert. Usually the instrument employed is a synthesizer;
however, the synthesizer is far from an ideal instrument
for live performance. Most are too slow in set-up and
changing time. Most have complex functions that take
many tries to get the best result which should then be

Robert C. Ehle, Ph.D, is an authority on electronic music
production. He teaches the subject at the University of
North Colorado.

spliced into a finished composition on tape. The amateur
musician desiring to add electronics effects to a live performance is better advised to consider certain specific
devices that will produce some reliable effects for him.
This article describes several such devices.
FREQUENCY DIVIDERS
A device on the musical market at the present time is an
electronic attachment for reed instruments'. With a contact
microphone pick -up on the mouthpiece of either a clarinet
or a saxophone the player has at his fingertips (at the push

of a button) the sounds of any clarinet, saxophone, double
reed instrument, or cello. This device is intended for the
popular music player. However, there is a basic principle
at work here which serious composers can use for their
own more diverse interests.
The basic principle is that of an electronic organ (most
brands) and is as follows: A basic, one octave, set of
oscillators is provided to generate the highest octave of
notes for the instrument. Then, in all the lower octaves,
instead of having more oscillators, the circuits used are
frequency dividers, which take their inputs from the next
higher octave. Thus, all octaves are exactly the same in
intonation and the complexity of the tuning procedure is
greatly reduced. One thing to note about this is that there
iSelmer's Maestro

is

one of many such devices on the market.

-<

INPUT FROM

The output of the dividers may also be fed to an
envelope follower or a ring modulator which is being controlled by another instrument. These will also be described
subsequently.
The illustration in FIGURE I gives an explanation of how
the circuit works. The schmitt trigger circuit converts the
input waveform into a square wave. The two following
dividers reduce the octaves one per circuit for a total of
two octaves if two dividers are employed. The four signals
(the input, the squared input, the first octave and the
second octave) are all fed to inputs of a four input mixer
so that any signal or any combination of signals may be
selected.
FIGURE 2 gives a possible circuit diagram for a frequency divider set, whereas FIGURE 3 illustrates how the
fixed filter bank may be designed.

MICROPHONES
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THE BODE -MOOG RING MODULATOR
Figure 1. A block d agram of the electronic device
discussed in the text.

An instrument designed by Harald Bode and manufactured by the R. A. Moog Co. is the multiplier -type ring
modulator with squelch. Producing a much lower distortion output than equivalent circuits set up on the Moog
synthesizer, this unit is ideal for live performance and
produces a particularly attractive and musical output. The
inputs may be any combination of audio signals; however,
if one of the two is a live acoustical instrument, and one
an electronic sound source, attractive variants on the
acoustical signal result. The technique is desirable for use
in real-time electronic music performances.
The multiplier -type ring modulator generates very small
amounts of harmonic and intermodulation distortion (other
than the desired sum and difference). Thus, when two sine
waveforms are presented to the two inputs, the output is
also a pair of sine waves, the sum and the difference of the
two inputs. Other ring modulators may generate harmonics
of the modulation products as well as products of the
harmonics of the input signals. These roughen the sound

will be no output from any octave if the original oscillator
is turned off.
Now, what would happen if, instead of an oscillator, we
used the output of a musical instrument with a microphone
attached? We could produce any sub-octave of the basic
instrumental pitch. In fact, we could have any or all
octaves simultaneously. This is the principle of registration
on electronic organs. These various octaves are mixed to
produce various tone colors. Then, filters may be applied
to the results as well as the other common signal processing devices: modulators, reverberators, mixers, and so
forth. (Some of these other devices will be described later
in this article.) The final result may be reproduced
through a high fidelity sound system, a high -power p.a.
system, or recorded on tape.

Figure 2. A possible choice of circuitry to implement the
block diagram of Figure 1.
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result is a sort of amplitude -phase modulation in space
which is very attractive.
Any sound may be transposed (up and down simultaneously) by modulation by a sine wave. Up transposition is
produced by the sum tones and down transposition by the
different tones.
The Bode -Moog Ring Modulator is also available in
dual units for stereo operation and for other techniques
requiring two modulators.
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ENVELOPE FOLLOWER
INPUT

OUTPUT

Figure 3. The use of an amplifier as
filter, and oscillator.

a

filter, regenerative

quality of the output and make it much less attractive to
the listener.
The reader is referred to the Electronic Music Review,
Volume /, Number 1= for detailed discussion of techniques
that may be performed with the ring modulator. Some of
these techniques will be repeated here for convenience. All
of these techniques are suitable for live performance.
If one input is a band of white noise, and the other a
square or sawtooth waves, having an infinite series of
partials, the resultants will be two infinite series of partials,
one the sum series and the other formed by the difference.
If one input is a band of white noise, and the other a
sine wave, the band of white noise will appear in the
output, but twice as wide, or in two segments, formed by
the sums and the differences, respectively. If the sine wave
is made to sweep, the white noise in the output will also
sweep, producing the effects of howling wind.
Sounds picked up by a microphone may be ring -modulated with themselves if the overtones are filtered from
one input and the entire spectrum is presented to the other
input.
The ring modulator produces a particularly attractive
tremolo effect when connected in the same manner as
standard tremolo or vibrato on an amplitude modulator.
If the unmodulated signal is reproduced through one loudspeaker and the modulated signal through another, the

2 Electronic Music Revie, Volume 1, Number 1, Various authors.
Discussions of applications of Ring Modulation.

Figure 4. Examples of outputs from an envelope follower
with fast or slow response times. Fast response is shown
with a solid line, while the dashed line indicates
slow response.
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An envelope follower is an adaptation of a device common
in radio applications known as a detector. Its function is
simply to detect the lower of two modulated signals. That
is, to separate the lower of two signals from the modulation product after modulation has been performed. Although the lower signal is usually selected, a detector for
the upper signal could be designed and built. A rule to
remember in using detectors or envelope followers is that
the signals to be separated must be several octaves apart.
This is because the actual separation is done by filters, and
filters have a limited selectivity (half-octave or more,

usually).
The envelope follower, while identical in circuitry to a
detector, is usually employed to separate more complex
signals, that is, signals with more than two component
elements. These signals are often complex audio signals
containing hundreds of component frequencies. Such signals are not the resultants of a modulation process, however but are treated by the envelope follower as if they
were.
In actual practice, the envelope follower is used to ex-

tract a low- frequency signal from a complex audio signal.
This low- frequency signal follows the general outline of the
complex audio signal with a greater or lesser degree of
accuracy depending on the settings of certain filters which
are usually made variable and which may be labeled slow,
fast, etc.

The envelope follower output signal is employed as a
control voltage on voltage -controlled modules, thereby
imparting the envelope extracted to other audio signals.
This is illustrated in FIGURE 4.
TAPE RECORDERS AND REVERBERATION DEVICES

Once the experimenter has assembled a group of sound
generating and modifying components (such as those previously described, or a professional synthesizer) he will
probably find that his biggest problem is the obtaining of
a suitable recording system. No matter what convenient or
inexpensive means are used to generate the sounds, they
are usually recorded for presentation as sound tracks,
phonograph records, and so forth. Thus, tape recorders
are required, and for professional applications a professional tape recorder will be needed. These cost much
money and can not be improvised inexpensively. Most
professionals recommend that the electronic music studio
have at least two recorders and one of these should have
four or more channels. For live electronic music one
machine may be used as a reverberation unit and another
for recording the performances.
The amateur should be able to purchase two good tape
decks and build recording and playback amplifiers to use
with them. He can purchase four -track heads for either
quarter -inch or half-inch tape and the head manufacturers
will usually provide circuits for amplifiers. This is the only
economy move recommended since tape decks are notoriously difficult to design and less than high quality here
shows up in poor speed regulation and other problems.
The diagrams of FIGURES 5 and 6 illustrate the head
configuration of a professional tape recorder with sel -sync
(an Ampex trade name) and a method for adding an extra
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Figure 5. A typical tape recorder with sel-sync and three
heads as used in professional electronic music studios.
head to a two -head machine to create tape- recorder reverberation. The illustration of the steel spring in FIGURE 7
shows another popular reverberation device that may be
used.

The studio with sufficient funds is advised to invest as
much as possible in high -quality tape recording equipment. An expensive but useful addition to the professional
tape recorder is the Eltro Pitch and Tempo Changer
which can be adapted to most professional machines. This
device (FIGURE 8) has a rotating head assembly containing
four heads and a variable speed capstan. It can be used to
change both pitch and tempo or either one independently.
A less expensive and less versatile device is the variable speed tape capstan drive oscillator -amplifier manufactured
by various companies, including the R. A. Moog Co.
With this device, the pitch and tempo are continuously
variable together but not independently.
The technique of mixing the two signals from two recorders, one with variable speed and one without may be
used to produce the phase-shift effect popular in many
current rock recordings. The cancellation frequency is
shifted by changing the signal delay in the recorder with
variable speed and beating it against the unchanged signal
in a simple mixer. If both recorders are running at exactly
the same speed there will be no phase difference and no
Figure 6. The method of adding
to use for reverberation.
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typical steel spring reverberation device.

phase cancellation effect. This technique causes difficulties

in live performance, however, due to the inherent time
delay involved. A similar but not delayed effect may be
achieved with either a ring modulator or a resonant
voltage -controlled band -pass filter (both have been described earlier in this article).

MONITOR SYSTEMS

Two types of amplitìer- speaker systems must be considered
for electronic music playback. The first are smaller units
for studio use. These may be regular high fidelity units.
Vacuum -tube versions are recommended because they may
often be obtained inexpensively today and also because
they will stand up to experimental and accidental misuse
better than transistor amplifiers.
The second type of monitor system to be considered is
the large, high- volume type necessary to produce the
volume levels for filling large auditoriums and theaters.
Amplifiers for such a system are best transistorized for
portability and should produce at least 50 -watts per channel. Acoustic suspension speakers are often used where
portability is an important factor but these are low -efficiency systems and much more sound can be obtained
from large horn systems. Popular music groups often use
heavy -cone, fifteen -inch speakers in open-back cabinets.
These produce a great deal of acoustical power but add an
undesirable coloring and distortion to the sound for some
applications.
TAPED ELECTRONIC MUSIC
Taped electronic music is most popular today on the college and university campuses and is the primary method
used by serious electronic music composers. It should be
obvious that it is possible to achieve a great complexity
by means of splicing small segments of tape together. If
each segment contains a complex sound and segments containing diverse sounds are spliced together in fragments of
less than an inch long per sound, the result is almost unbelievably complex. With some practice it is possible to
anticipate the result of mixing pieces of tape from various
recordings in various fashions. For example, take a tape
of a recording of a high- frequency sound which is very
complex (such as the sound of a cymbal crash). Cut this
tape into one -inch segments and splice these between
one -inch segments of a low- frequency recorded on another
tape. The result will be several times as complex and interesting as either sound originally was. Then try a similar
experiment but start with five -inch segments and gradually
reduce the length of the segments until they are a halfinch or less in length. This experiment can be varied by
using changing tones rather than constant ones. Also the
finished tape can be dubbed (copied) and then the copy
can be cut up and interspersed with another tape.

DIRECTION OF ROTATION

ROTATING HEAD ASSEMBLY

X

i

Figure 8. A tape player with a lour -head rotating group
used for independent changing of pitch and tempo of
a recording. When the head assembly rotates clockwise,
frequencies on the tape are increased as small segments are
repeated; rotated counterclockwise causes frequencies
to reduce and small segments are skipped.

Of course, the best results will be obtained in this sort
of process if the person assembling the tape has specific
goals in mind. For example, start with simple sounds and
gradually build up to a climax in the musical composition
by gradually increasing the complexity of the sounds, the
shortness of the tape segments and the contrast between
the materials on the tapes being spliced. Remember that

you can change the speed of any sounds on your tapes by
copying them at different speeds than they were recorded.
Tapes can also be played backwards (particularly interesting for musical instruments and voices) and spliced together with alternating forward and backward sections.
Many techniques for splicing have been developed. For
example, splice a long gradual splice by cutting a long
diagonal cut in two pieces of tape and splice the two sections together with splicing tape. If one uses splices like
this often it pays to construct a special template that will
fit a professional splicer and make cutting straight edges
easier. This can be a strip of metal the width of the tape
with a cutting edge of the shape of the desired tape splice.
Two pieces of tape cut with the template will match
exactly when spliced.
Remember that it is possible to splice sections of blank
tape in between sections of recorded tape and that these
blank sections can be as short as a half inch for short
interruptions within a continuous sound. This can produce
interesting rhythmic effects.
As was mentioned earlier, for best results do your work
at fifteen inches -per- second on half-inch tape with four
channels. Still, good results can be obtained with home
tape recorders; even if they are not up to broadcast standards they can be very satisfactory for amateur performances, background music for local theater groups, sound
track for semi -professional movies and also home movies,
local dance groups and so forth. They can also be quite
adequate to provide a great deal of satisfaction and

entertainment.
Taped electronic music is not live, but can often be
mixed with live music to produce live results. For example, it may be used with an orchestra or as the background
to a ballet or the theater.
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STEPHEN H. LAMPEN

Four Channel
on the Road
Do you really need to cart sixteen tracks along to record
quad on a remote. The author says no, and makes a good
case for taking no more than four channels along.

send most hi -fi enthusiasts
reaching for their pocket books or preparing to
remove their whole system. Others, who have been
content with their tube-type mono systems for
twenty years, wave these three words off as yet another
fad. The three words are four -channel stereo.
It's been called surround sound, quadraphonic, quadrasonic and (by those still content with one channel) four
times as much noise. Whatever one may call it, four channel sound seems to be here to stay. To the uninitiated,
a four -channel recording session summons up visions of
huge, multi- channel consoles, gigantic sixteen- or twentyfour channel recorders, a gross of microphones and
engineers with twenty -seven fingers. These visions, however, seem to have their basis in fact as most large
studios are using the multi-channel recording and mix down for quadraphonic recording. This need not be the
only solution. A straight, four -channel recording contains
only five essential parts: A four -channel recorder, four
microphones, a four -channel mixer, a ten -fingered engineer, something to record.
With these five criteria in mind, two San Francisco based companies have joined forces on numerous occasions to produce four-channel recordings. 3P Recording
supplied the recorder while Hansonic supplied all the
mixers, microphones, cables and monitoring equipment.
Remember the days when mono recordings were produced on mono recorders? It was not so long ago that
stereo recordings were made with a studio's two-channel
Ampex or other workhorse. Does it not make sense,
THREE LITTLE WORDS

Stephen H. Lampen is the owner of 3P Recording

Francisco, California.
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therefore, to carry these examples to their logical conclusion: four -channel recordings should be made on fourchannel recorders? This does not mean that multi -channel
recordings are a waste of time; the reasons for multichannel recordings are well taken: increased versatility
with the subject matter, greater working area on tape and
complete control during mixdown. But, in many instances,
these advantages can be traded for even greater advantages in doing a straight four -channel recording.
3P Recording specializes in on- location mastering and,
in many instances, the advantages of a straight fourchannel recording are even more evident. The first, and
most obvious, advantage is weight. The four-channel
recorder, a Vega 800 -4, shown in FIGURE 1, is a virtual
copy of the Ampex 440 -4. It is the largest recorder available in portable cases. After carrying it for any appreciable
distance, the reason become quite apparent: the electronics and the deck weigh a total of one-hundred and
fifty pounds. This makes one hesitate to use the word
portable when describing the recorder. Needless to say, the
eight or sixteen trackers do not come in portable cases,
making their exteriors more vulnerable to bumps and
scratches. These machines cannot be carried from place
to place but must be carted or rolled. Most of them are
too bulky to fit with a multi -channel console in any but the
largest rooms when on- location. The size of recorders is
continually decreasing and multi-channel machines can
now fit into smaller places than before. But even these
weigh a quarter of a ton and hand -carrying them is out of
the question without a small army.
The second advantage is tape. Most four -channel recorders use half -inch tape, as does the Vega 800-4. Though
expensive, a half -inch reel nowhere compares with the
cost of one or two -inch reels. Also, the weight of a twoinch reel compared to a half -inch reel is considerable, but
only if someone tries to carry a dozen reels at once. Still,
even in the largest sessions, some junior engineer will try
to move all the tape in one go-and boxes go flying (or,
rather, falling).
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Figure

1.

The Vega 800 -4 in its portable two cases.

The third advantage, which large. studios on- location
rarely take into consideration, is the source of power. A
large session may draw as much as fifty amps. This could
be too much for a building with 1920 -style wiring and
either fuses are blown or necessary equipment is turned
off for lack of power. On the other hand, a four -channel
recorder with a small console (or a pair of mixers) and a
monitor system rarely draws more than five amps. This
means it can be set up in small, out -of -the way places with
just one a.c. receptacle.
The final advantage is the cost of the equipment itself.
A $4000 four -channel recorder is $10,000 to $20,000 less
than its bigger brothers. A small four -channel console is
as much as $30,000 less than the gigantic multi -channel
boards being used. And two good stereo mixers can reduce
the price even further.
What, then, are all the advantages to a company which
really does have an army of engineers and which cares
not about the cost of a reel of tape or a recorder and which
never encounters power problems? The answer is: in many
instances, four channels are all that is needed and anymore channels are redundant. To illustrate this, the set -up
for a four -channel session will be used as an example.
Many of the recordings made by 3P Recording and
Hansonic are at Grace Cathedral in San Francisco. This
huge Episcopal church, atop Nob Hill, has inside dimensions which approach infinity! The church is almost 300
feet long and the ceiling measures just over 92 feet in
height. The decay time approaches seven seconds! This
produces an acoustical environment both unique and challenging. The decay time is unsuitable for many types of
music, especially rock. Even the large organ, at times, is
overcome by the excessive amount of acoustical reflections in the building. It is essential, in a building such as
this, that the acoustical effect of the building be included
in the recording. There are two simple reasons for this:
first, a different quality of sound may be one of the primary criteria for going on- location and, second, with a
building like Grace Cathedral, it is impossible to avoid
getting large amounts of reverberation on tape, so it is
necessary to get it on tape in the best way possible.
In the example set -up the Royal Court Brass, a classical brass group, was the subject matter for a series of
quadraphonic recordings. A tight brass sound sounds excellent with a large amount of reverberation. FIGURE 2
shows the microphone placement. Similar to the Blumlein
method of co- incident microphones for stereo recording,
two mics, Electro -voice RE -20's, were placed on Atlas
MS -25 stands with BB-I booms. These mics were our front
two channels and were placed about ten feet in front of
the group. In the background, also on MS -25 stands with

Figure 2. The mic placement described by the author. The
two hanging mics are part of the cathedral's sound system,
not part of the recording.

booms, were a pair of Telefunken U -67 condenser mics.
These were placed on existing granite partitions to increase their height. They were placed about thirty feet
behind the front mics; close enough that there was little lag
between front and rear mies but far enough away that
these mics picked up predominantly the natural reverberation (ambience) of the church. Needless to say, these
were our back two channels. The performers were set up
in a semi -circle to increase reflections so that the back
mics would pick up less of a direct image. It is interesting
to note that, with just four microphones, it takes less time
to set them up and move them around until the correct
balance is achieved than it would if one had to set up
one mic for each instrument and a couple for the ambience. The hanging mics in FIGURE 2 are Sony C -37A's
and are part of the church sound system; they were not
used in the recording.
FIGURE 3 shows the mixers as they were used for this
recording. An Ampex mixer and two Shure M -67 mixers
were used. The Ampex mixer, with its 600 -ohm balanced
line outputs, is a direct match to the Vega and most other
large machines. The Shure mixers also have 600 ohm
outputs but they are not Cannon connectors and require
adaptor cables. As the total cost of these mixers is slightly
over $500, this represents a significant saving over a small
console while the quality of signal is still acceptable. As
an added advantage, the Shure mixers have internal oscillators with which levels can be set on both the mixers
and the recorder.
All the recording equipment was set up in a room right
next to the chancel, where the group was playing. Separated by a hall, this was an ideal spot as no cable ran
more than a hundred feet and the engineer was close
enough for easy contact with the performers without adding the sounds of the recorder in operation to the tape
itself. All the cables used were Belden 8412 or 8428,
which has thicker insulation, with Cannon XL plugs.
Having tried 8414, which has a poorer shield, the risk of
interference (especialy on- location where mic lines are
often tangled up with a.c. cords) was not worth the difference in price.
FIGURE 4 shows the monitoring solution: headphones.
Dick Garretson, owner of Hansonic, is shown mixing a
selection while monitoring levels on Superex headphones.
These are 600 -ohm headphones as the auxiliary outputs on
each of the electronics is 600-ohm out. Ampex amplified
speaker systems have also been tried with excellent results.
However, headphones presented an interesting problem.
Since they can normally monitor only two channels, these
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are usually the front two channels, which contained the actual program material. As they were not hearing the back
microphones, the end of a selection was often reached and
the stop button pushed before the reverberation had fully
fallen. After the last note is sounded, a wait of almost four
seconds is required. The simple solution might be to monitor one front channel and one back channel. But this produced confusion to the engineer, since the balance between
the channels on the phones was very disturbing. The only
solution left (aside from buying four -channel headphones)
was to patch the front and rear on each side together by
using adaptor cables. This has proved to be very successful.
Needless to say, this is not the only kind of recording
being produced today. How could one use this basic idea
for rock or other popular music? 3P and Hansonic have
done a number of rock recordings using a version of our
original criteria: four -channel recording on a four -channel
recorder. In these cases, the basic system can still be used
effectively without having to resort to more channels -and
more trouble. Most four -channel recorders offer sel -sync
or overdubbing like their bigger brothers. The ability to
add or erase selective tracks with this is a great help.
The basic difference between a rock session and a classical session is instrument placement. In most classical
sessions there is a set pattern in instrument placement and,
thus, a set pattern in recording. But popular music, having
no set instrument positions, offers the engineer the ability
to actually structure the acoustical properties of his final
product. While leakage between microphones may be
present in large degrees during on- location classical recording, and may even be helpful in giving the instruments
well- defined spatial locations, it is rarely desirable to have
large amounts of leakage when recording rock. Leakage
between mies picking up amplified instruments, and between amplifiers and singers mies, is often excessive. Leak-

Figure 3. Two Shure M -67's and an Ampex mixer comprise
the transportable console.

age is especially noticeable when recording in small enclosures or in a highly reverberant room.
One of the solutions to excessive leakage is to spread
the instruments farther apart. However, this is impossible
with limited space (such as a stage) and may even lead
to a poor performance as the musicians cannot act as an
integral unit. Another solution is to provide acoustic dividers between instruments. To carry these when on
location is very difficult, if not impossible, because of their
bulk. Also, acoustic dividers are not only ugly but can
fall over or be tripped over since they divide the performers. This is especially true during a live performance.
Another solution to this problem is the ability of the
recorder to add channels by means of overdubbing. The-
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Figure 4. Dick Garretson, Hansonic owner monitors on
headphones.

oretically, this could reduce the number of mics to one,
simply switching it from channel to channel until they
are all filled up. Naturally, this approach bids good-by
to the four -mic ambience method. Multi-mic sessions being
the only solution, many studios will use up to thirty mics
on a large rock session. However, this seems excessive
both in cost and difficulty. Ten mics should suffice if
overdubbing is used.
On one rock session, 3P and Hansonic miked the two
guitars and the drums on two tracks. In this case, the
group had a large acoustic divider which produced excellent
separation between the drums and the bass guitar. It seems,
the more recordings which are attempted, that the bass
guitar is the biggest offender in leakage to other mics.
It is obvious then why many studio recordings take the
bass direct to console. Unfortunately, this is rarely possible
on- location. After the guitars and drums are recorded on
channels one and two, the vocals are dubbed on channel
three. Channel four was back up instruments which would
have been lost in the original mix on channels one and
two, such as acoustic guitar or piano. This solution to the
problem of leakage works excellently and the mixdown
engineer has everything under his control.
During mixdown, the engineer should be aware of one
interesting advantage in four -channel recording. In stereo,
there are actually three channels: left, right, and center.
A -Bing a mic on the original mix will turn up on the
center channel. Thus, if there is a phantom channel between every two channels on a four channel tape, there
are six more acoustic channels besides the original four.
Thus the mixdown engineer has ten distinct positions as
he mixes down. Of course, gradation of left and right
can be created using pan pots, giving the engineer an infinite number of channels with which to work.
Mix down in this case is a misnomer. Because, if this
is a quadraphonic recording, one is mixing from four to
four. But the method of mixing a master as described
leaves the engineer a lot to do. Any panning between
channels is done during the mixdown-not during the
recording. It is good that anything that has been forgotten
during the recording of the master can, in many cases,
be added later. However, anything added by mistake is
more difficult to remove. Thus, with four distinct channels
(such as guitars, drums, vocals, and instrument accompaniment) the mixdown engineer does indeed have the choice
as to what goes where -and how much! Mixing down is
also the time to add any equalization. The only exception
which can be made is to put a compressor -limiter on the
voice channel during the master recording. However, this
is one more thing to carry and one more thing to go
wrong during the session.
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Koss Corporation

Figure

1.

An outside evening view of the Koss plant.

Figure 2. A view of the 20,000 square -foot production
department.

Figure 3. John Whittaker explains the master test station
used in checking the electrostatic phones.
Figure 4. Production of the Pro4 AA elements. Each element
is completely manufactured by Koss using specialized

machinery developed for this purpose.
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Koss prides itself as being the largest manufacturer of stereophones in the U.S. and recently
invited db to view its new plant in Milwaukee,

Wisconsin. The new plant includes administrative offices, manufacturing, research and development,
and shipping in a single level 60,000 square -foot building.
An additional 5,000 square -foot building adjacent to the
main factory houses consumer communications.
The new headquarters substantially increases Koss facilities which were formerly in a 25,000 square -foot building in another part of Milwaukee.
The new building has cantilever construction which permits flexible interiors uninterrupted by structural posts. It
provides sufficient space for Koss to manufacture more
than 50 per cent of the component parts which make up
their line of stereophones. The center of activity is the
more than 20,000 square -foot final assembly area where
five conveyorized assembly lines are in operation. Adjacent to this area is a "clean room" which houses the critical
manufacture and assembly of driver units. A number of
testing stations perform the extensive electronic and subjective tests before packaging. At the master test station
for electrostatic stereophones, nine electronic inspections
plus listening tests are conducted. A machine run response
curve of each electrostatic's performance is packaged with
each unit as proof of performance.
In addition to an extensive industrial engineering department, Koss has a research and development department that features an anechoic chamber plus a host of
sophisticated equipment for the testing of electro- acoustic
products.
A Customer Communications Center is located in an
adjacent 5,000 square -foot building and includes advertising, printing, customer service and package design. It
also produces all point of purchase materials for some
3,500 dealers in the United States as well as all catalogs
and other promotional material.

And at $16,500 the JH -16 is worth fighting over.
Combining the total logic and the constant tape
tension of the JH -10 Transport with proven MCI
electronics, the JH -16 is a triumph of both lower
cost and higher quality.
MCI has eliminated the costly hand-wiring
found in other comparable units and substituted
channel strip printed circuit boards in conjunction
with non -redundant functions. Yet, there's no
in fact,
sacrifice to world- renowned MCI quality
serviceability and reliability are improved.
The JH -16 is a complete 3 -head 16 -track recorder that can be changed in minutes for one- or
two-inch tape capability, for 8 -, 12- or 16-track
operation.
Remote overdub and transport motion control
are standard equipment. Space is available in the
attractive aluminum housing of the JH -16 remote
control for the optional Auto - Locator ($1,2001.
Atlantic Records' Tommy Dowd and Criteria
Recording Studio's Mack Emerman aren't the only
ones fighting for the next JH -16. To join the fray,
contact MCI, 1140 N. Flagler Drive, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. 33304 (phone 305/763 -54331.

-
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Figure 5. John Koss (right) enjoys showing a group of foreign
representatives the new facility. The group is reviewing
features of the new Red Devil model KRD 711.

In addition to its full line of dynamic stereophones, Koss
known for its electrostatic phones and has recently
started to deliver its model K2 +2 Quadraphone, a discrete four -channel headphone. A number of headphone
accessories are also produced, such as multiple listening
stations, adapters, extension cables, etc.
The Koss plant is certainly an amazing growth story.
From its humble beginnings in 1958 it has grown to beis well

come the largest and probably the best-known manufacturer of stereophones. It has brought the world of headphone listening to the status of more than just a component accessory for the hi -fi consumer, and to a necessary
product for the audio professional.

AA\c\
MCI DISTRIBUTORS: Torn Hidley, Westlake Audio, 6311 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048 Dan Flickinger, Dan Flickinger Associates,
Dave Harrison, Studio Supply Co.,
P.O. Box 628, Hudson, Ohio 44236
Paul Kelly,
112 Cloverdale Court, Hendersonville, Tenn. 37075

Kelly's Audio Engineers, 704 Elmhurst, Muscle Schools, Ala. 35660.
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The Technique of
NEW
the Sound Studio
EDITION
by Alec Nisbett. This. is a handbook
on radio and recording techniques,
but the principles described are equally applicable to film and television
sound. 264 pages; 60 diagrams;
glossary: indexed; 5'/z x 8'1; clothbound.
$13.50
Circle 1 on Coupon Below
Radio Broadcasting
edited by Robert L. Hilliard. Each of
the five chapters has been written by
a prominent educator with an extensive background of practical experience in commercial and educational
broadcasting. 190 pages: 6''A x 9'1
indexed; clothbound.
$6.95
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Transistors for Audio Frequency
(Audio- Frequency Amplification)
by Guy Fontaine. 1967. This systematic and detailed treatment of the

Radio Engineering Handbook, 5th Ed.
Henney. Prepared by a staff of specialists. this working manual of radio
science provides information on each
of the branches of radio engineering.
with emphasis on working practice.
final working formulas, dimensions.
and actual useable circuits.
1959. 1.800 pp. $31.50
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Radio Transmitters
Gray and Graham. Provides, in a logical. easy -to- understand manner, a
working knowledge of radio transmitters for quick solution of problems in
operation and maintenance.
1961. 462 pp. $16.00
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Electronic and Radio
Engineering, 4th Ed.
Terman. A thorough coverage, in
easy -to- understand terms, of those
principles and techniques which are
the basic tools of the electronic and
radio engineer. 1955. 1.078 pp

$19.50
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An ideal textbook or reference on the
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technicians. 384 pages; 5'h x 8; illus.; clothbound.
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Closed- Circuit Television Handbook
by Leon Wortman. Gives comprehensive detailed information about the
field in an easy -to- understand presentation, suited to those who plan to
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Levitan. This all- inclusive, authoritative, and profusely illustrated encyclopedia is a practical source of information about techniques of all kinds
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Integrated Circuits
Motorola. This complete. authoritative
volume of design and construction
techniques for modern integrated circuits covers theory, thin -film techniques. diodes. transistors. thermal
design, and other vital aspects.
1965. 373 pp. $13.75
Circle 30 on Coupon Below
Basic Bibliography of
Science and Technology
McGraw -Hill. Important to the researcher, librarian. or student, this
reference book lists and describes
over 8.000 outstanding books in every scientific and technical field. A
topical index organizes all subject
headings into about 100 general categories enabling the reader to locate
quickly the listings which pertain to
his field of interest.
1966. 738 pp. $19.50
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Noise Reduction
Beranek. Designed for the engineer
with no special training in acoustics,
this practical text on noise control
treats the nature of sound and its
measurement. fundamentals of noise
control, criteria, and case histories.
Covers advanced topics in the field.
1960. 752 pp. $19.50
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The Audio Cyclopedia (2nd ed.)
by Dr. Howard M. Tremaine. New and
updated. here is the complete audio
reference library in a single volume. It
provides the most comprehensive information on every aspect of the audio art. This new edition includes the
latest audio developments including
the most recent solid -state systems
and integrated circuits. It covers all
subjects in the fields of acoustics,
recording. and reproduction with
more than 3400 related topics. Each
topic can be instantly located by a
unique index and reference system.
More than 1600 illustrations and
schematics help make complicated
topics masterpieces of clarity. 1760
pages: 6'/z x 9 -3/8; hardbound.

$29.95
Circle 20 on Coupon Below
Circuit Design for Audio,
AM /FM, and TV
Texas Instruments. Texas Instruments
Electronics Series. Discusses the latest advances in electronic design and
application which represent the results of several years research and
development by TI communications
applications engineers. Emphasizes
time- and cost -saving procedures

1967. 352 pp. $14.50
throughout.
Circle 32 on Coupon Below
Acoustics-Room Design
and Noise Control
by Michael Rettinger. 1968. The
enormous problems and hazards presented by noise are dealt within an
orderly and practical manner. With
many charts. graphs, and practical
examples. the text covers the physics
of sound, room acoustics, and design,
noise and noise reduction. 392 pages;
hardbound.
$17.50
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(continued from page 14 )
well to sec what the resolution of the
system is in the corners. (Note that
specifications for cameras, etc., will
usually rate the system quality by resolution, and most times with the additional phrase at the center ".) The
chart also has resolution lines at the
corners, usually in circles. The readings at the corners will generally be
about 100 lines less than at the center.
This is considered normal. Therefore,
if a specification for a piece of t.v.
equipment just lists a resolution figure
without any further qualification, that
will be the center quality and the resolution at the corners can be judged
to be about 100 lines less.
While viewing the chart, several
other system qualities can be seen.
The squares of vertical lines are also
marked with numbers indicating the
resolution. These squares of equal resolution should be equal on all sides in
the image. If they are not of the same
width and height, the linearity should
be adjusted until the squares appear

With the linearity thus adjusted, the circles in the center and
in the corners should now appear
true- round.
Around the center of the chart,
there are heavy (wide) black lines
which change distinctly in tone. These
gray scales should show ten definite
blocks in all directions. Also, somewhere at or near the center of the
chart, there is a very heavy black line
which is constant in tone throughout
its length. The edges of the bar should
be clean with no after -trails. Adjustment of the peaking control will eliminate any black or white streaks. There
are also four diagonal lines at the
center of the pattern which radiate
from the center toward the corners of
the chart. These indicate functioning
of the interlace system. The systems
using internal or external EIA sync.
generators will (or should have)
straight diagonal lines. Otherwise, the
system sync. signal needs adjustment.
In random interlace systems, the lines
will probably appear jagged, which is
normal for that situation.
Television resolution does not relate
to any of the other uses of the term.
In optics, for example, the resolution
is measured in lines per millimeter.
Since television resolution relates to
picture height, not picture size (or
monitor size, either), there is no
direct relationship between the term
resolution in television and the definition in optics. Thus, it only seems
that the dictionary definition can be
applied to television, but actually the
distinct reference in television of resolution to picture height (not size)
makes the difference singular and
unique.
as square.

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

ONE STOP FOR ALL your professional

SOLID -STATE AUDIO PLUG -IN OCTAL
11" Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps,
disc & tape preamp -equalizers, tape bias
osc. & record ampi., power amps & power
supplies. Send for free catalog and audio
applications. Opamp Labs., 172 So. Alta
Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, California

90036.
NEW YORK'S LEADING supplier of professional recording equipment and hi -fi

stereo components. All major brands
in stock. Call for quote-sales- service
-leasing-trade -ins. Martin Audio, 320
West 46th Street, New York, N.Y.
10036. Telephone: (212) 265 -6470.
AMERICA'S LARGEST SELECTION of
new and used broadcast and recording
equipment! Latest bulletins available.
The Maze Corporation, P.O. Box 6636,
Birmingham, Ala. 35210.
WHATEVER YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS
or used -check us first. Trade
your used equipment for new. Write for
our complete listings. Broadcast Equipment & Supply Co., Box 3141, Bristol,
Tenn. 37620.

-new

TECHNICAL

CONSULTATION- record-

ing /broadcasting studios, and performing arts. Thirty audio lines- consoles,

microphones,
equalizers,
monitoring
systems. Call or write-quotations, specifications. Listings. Frankford /Wayne
Laboratories, 212 N. 12th, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. (215) 561 -1794.
SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS -one to
twenty -four track and model 270 auto
players, many models in stock for immediate delivery. SCULLY LATHES
Previously owned and rebuilt. Variable
or automatic pitch. Complete cutting
systems with Westrex heads. MIXING
CONSOLES-Custom designed using
Weigand Audio Lab modules. From
$7,000.00. Weigand Audio Laboratories,
R.D. 3, Middleburg, Pa. 17842. Phone
(717) 837 -1444.
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RECONDITIONED TAPE REELS. Scotch
precision or equivalent as new, 1 x 101/2
inches -10/$35; 2 x 101/2 inches
10/$70. Send for list: Wide Response,
2926 Bentley Avenue, Los Angeles,
California 90064.
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RENT /LEASE PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT. Mono to sixteen track re-

corders, consoles, mics, monitor systems, p.a. systems, etc. International
Recording Corporation, 4214 Lankershim Blvd., North Hollywood, California 91602. (213) 769 -6644.
OLD RADIO PROGRAMS on cassettes
or reels. Thousands of your favorites
live again. Low prices, high quality.
Catalog 50c. Remember Radio Inc., Box

2513, Norman, Oklahoma 73069.

audio requirements. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O.
Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32505.
PRE -OWNED
CHOICE
EQUIPMENT:
Ampex MR -70 half -inch four -track and
Langevin fourteen in, four out console
mixer. Ideal for basic new studio.
Northwest
$10,850
package price.

Audio

Park

Development, Inc. Highland
III. 60035. (312) 831 -5380.

EMPLOYMENT
TAPE RECORDER FIELD
SERVICE
TECHNICIANS. Openings now available
for qualified field technicians with a
major manufacturer of tape recording

equipment. Background in professional
audio recorders preferred. Extensive
travel may be required. Locations in
L. A., Nashville, Chicago, and Bridgeport (N.Y. area). Send resume to R.
Berliner Mgr. Engineering Services,
Scully Recording Instrument Co. A Division of Dictaphone Corp., 480 Bunnell Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut
06607. An equal opportunity employer.
TOP RECORDING STUDIO in Hollywood
is looking for an experienced maintenance engineer with references. Send
resume c/o MAINTENANCE, 3225 W.
36th Street, Apt. =2, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia 90018.
WANTED: EXPERIENCED AUDIO SERVICE and installation technician for
growing New York City area company
specializing in high quality commercial
and residential work. Exceptional opportunity. Send details to Box 12B, db
Magazine, 980 Old Country Road,
Plainview, N.Y. 1 1803.

LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN ENGINEER.
JBL is the acknowledged leader in the
design and manufacture of innovative
products for the home high fidelity
market.
The Transducer Engineering facility
at JBL is now expanding to meet the
increasing needs of a diversified and
growing market. There are immediate
personnel
openings for engineering
with specific experience in loudspeaker
theory, design, and construction.
Several challenging positions are
available which offer continuing research and development opportunities
in the original design of loudspeakers
and loudspeaker systems. The range of
responsibility includes administration,
research, conceptual design, prototype
support
construction, manufacturing
and cost goal achievement.
Minimum requirements: BS in EE, ME
or Physics, and two or more years
transducer engineering experience. Salary and level of assignment based on
qualifications. Send resume to Vice
President, Engineering Administration,
James B. Lansing Sound, 3249 Casitas
Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90039.
An equal opportunity employer.
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Entente Cord ialè

A friendly understanding.
A phrase that perfectly

describes the relationship between
Revox tape recorders and Beyer
microphones. One fine piece of
equipment uniquely
complementing another.
Wherever you go, you'll find
these two thoroughgoing
professionals working together.
On location and in the most
demanding studio situations.
Both Revox and Beyer are
expressions of the same European
dedication to meticulous
craftsmanship and superior
technology.
For example, take the new
Revox A77 Mk III. It's the
successor to the critically acclaimed Revox A77, the machine
that moved Stereo Review to
comment, "We have never seen a
recorder that could match the
performance of the Revox A77
in all respects, and very few that
even come close :'

Or take the new Beyer M500
microphone. You've never used
anything quite like it. It combines
the sharp attack of a condenser
and the sturdy reliability of a
moving coil with the unduplicatable warmth of a ribbon.
And Beyer makes a number of
other microphones to satisfy
virtually any broadcasting or
recording requirement.
Together or separately, these
sophisticated instruments provide
the ideal solution to the problem
of versatile, high quality, low
cost recording.
Your nearest Revox -Beyer
dealer will be pleased to
demonstrate any of these fine
products for you.
After that, you can arrive at
your own friendly understanding.
For additional information and

complete technical specifications,
write: Revox Corporation,
155 Michael Drive, Syosset,
New York 11791.

California: 3637 Cahuenga Blvd.. West Hollywood 90068 Canada: Tri -Tel Associates. Ltd.. Toronto. London' Lamb House. Church Street. Chiswick. W4 2PB.
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to all
recording
and
broadcast
studios
RIGHT

THE SANSUI QSE -1 IS ALL YOU NEED TO
ENCODE 4 FULL -FIDELITY CHANNELS
-AND NOTHING ELSE.
Just add it to your existing equipment for instant
conversion and here's what you have going for you:
(1) It yields accurate sound -source location in every
direction for startling live -sound ambience.
(2) It's in broadcast and recording use today with
outstanding results.
(3) A complete line of complementary Sansui home
hardware is available now. In fact, thousands of Sansui
decoders are in users' homes already.
(4) It's compatible with 2- channel stereo and other
four -channel matrix systems.
To be more specific:
Its ingenious ± "J" phase shifters completely eliminate the signal dropouts and shifts in sound -source
location that plague other matrix systems. Its symmetrical treatment of all four channels can accurately pick up
and relocate in reproduction any sound source over a
full range of 360 ° -so there are no limits to total freeINPUT TEST

FRONT

BLEND
reorfr

Rf

A.
IN

SC,:ff

LEFT

The Symbol

REAR

RIGHT

REAR

Sansui

QS ENCODER sRrN

MONITOR DECODER

dom and flexibility in using creative studio and psycho acoustic techniques. And present standards of frequency
response, signal /noise ratio and dynamic range are
maintained.

of Sonsui 4- Chonnel Sound.

It reproduces flawlessly on present two -channel
stereo and monophonic equipment. And it will produce
four -channel output not only through matching Sansui
hardware, but through all other available decoders -and
there are 600,000 of them world -wide today.
Thousands of them are Sansui QS -1 Synthesizer/
Decoders that will decode it flawlessly. So will any of the
full line of matching Sansui 4- channel receivers and converters for existing two -channel systems -made by the
most respected name in stereo today throughout the
world, and a recognized pioneer in four -channel sound.
Can you afford not to make this simple addition?
Experiment with one right now. Learn what other recording and broadcast studios everywhere, now working
with the QSE -1 Encoder, are finding out for themselves.
Confirm their astonished conclusions.

SQrzsziL

For lull details,
contact your nearest Sansui office now.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.

Sansul Electronics Corp.

New York

Sensu) Electric Co., Ltd.

Los Angeles
Tokyo

Sansul Audio Europe S.A.

Belgium

32 -17, 81st Street, Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Tel.: (212) 721.4408. Cable: SANSUILEC NEW YORK.
Telex: 422833 SEC UI.
333 West Alondra Blvd. Gardena, Calif. 90247. Tel.: (212) 532 -7670.
14 -1, 2- chome, Izumi Suginami -ku, Tokyo 168, Japan. Tel.: (03) 323 -1111. Cable: SANSUIELEC.
Telex: 232 -2076.
Discern Building Vestingstraat 53 -55. 2000 Antwerp. Tel.: 315663 -5. Cable: SANSUIEURO ANTWERP.

Vemitron Ltd.

Germany, W.
U.K.

Telex: ANTWERP 33538.
6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 93. Tel.: 33538.
Thornhill Southampton S09 50F. Southampton 44811. Cable: VERNITRON SOTON. Telex: 47138.
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